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ABSTRACT In the present study, the flow inside a real size Diesel fuel injector nozzle was modeled
and analyzed under different boundary conditions using ANSYS-Fluent software. A validation was
performed by comparing our numerical results with previous experimental data for a rectangular
shape nozzle. Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model, which was selected for this study, was also validated.
Two-equation 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence model was selected since it had good agreement with experimental
data. To reduce the computing time, due to symmetry of this nozzle, only one-sixth of this nozzle
was modeled. Our present six-hole Diesel injector nozzle was modeled with different needle lifts
including 30 𝜇𝑚, 100 𝜇𝑚 and 250 𝜇𝑚. Effects of different needle lifts on mass flow rate, discharge
coefficient and length of cavitation were evaluated comprehensively. Three different fuels including
one Diesel fuel and two bio-Diesel fuels were also included in these numerical simulations. Behavior
of these fuels was investigated for different needle lifts and pressure differences. For comparing the
results; discharge coefficient, mass flow rate and length of cavitation region were compared under
different boundary conditions and for numerous fuel types. The extreme temperature spike at the
center of an imploding cavitation bubble was also analyzed as a function of time and initial bubble
size.
INTRODUCTION
Combustion of gasoline and Diesel fuel can emit precarious exhausts which can be hazardous for
environment and can increase the level of air pollution. Since liquid fuel atomization occurs in the
outlet area of the injection nozzle’s orifice, controlling the mentioned phenomena can lead to a better
combustion process. Cavitation of the flowing liquid fuel inside the injection nozzle occurs mainly
due to sudden geometrical changes. When local pressure becomes lower than the value which is
called critical pressure, that is equal to vaporization pressure in many cases, cavitation can occur. In
other words, there are very small size bubbles inside the flowing liquid fuel which are not noticeable
when pressure is locally high. As pressure decreases below the critical level, the radii of these bubbles
increase noticeably leading to formation of voids inside liquid phase. Cavitation inside Diesel fuel
injector enhances primary jet breakup inside the nozzle which is very helpful for promoting
atomization and more complete combustion process [1, 2].
Bergwerk [3] simulated flow inside an orifice which was similar to a real size injector nozzle by
considering effects of cavitation number, sharpness of orifice inlet and ratio of orifice length to its
diameter. Bode et al. [4]. investigated flow inside a real size transparent nozzle. Although pressure
difference in their investigation was lower than the real condition, they could observe cavitation at

the inlet of nozzle’s orifice. Also, increasing pressure was introduced as a major reason for cavitation
occurrence. Winklhofer et al. [5]. conducted one of the most important experiments which is used in
many papers and theses for validation of numerical simulations. He successfully observed cavitation
inception, super cavitation and choke condition inside a rectangular shape nozzle.
In recent years, two-phase cavitating flow inside direct injection fuel injectors has been a very
important research area in combustion and atomization. Most of recent Diesel fuel injectors have 68 holes. The mentioned injector holes have approximately 150 𝜇𝑚 in diameter, with a high speed
fuel flow of the order of 600 𝑚/𝑠 in which pressure difference between nozzle inlet and outlet
increases significantly. The resultant flow in these injectors are intensely turbulent and in many cases
compressible as well [6–10].
Schnerr et al. [11] by acquisition of bubble growth hypothesis could successfully arrange governing
equations for simulating cavitation inside Diesel injector nozzle. Singhal et al. [12] also proposed a
simplified model which is the combination of Rayleigh Plesset equation and basic transfer equation.
Zeidi and Mahdi successfully predicted cavitation inside Diesel injector nozzle using Singhal
cavitation model [13-15]. They concluded that although Singhal cavitation model is very time
consuming in numerical simulation, this model can predict choke conditions very well in comparison
with Zwart Gerber Balamri and Schnerr cavitation models. Lee and Reitz [16] developed a KIVA3V code by acquisition of homogeneous equilibrium model in which arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) was used for modeling injector needle movement. They concluded that pressure difference
and farfield pressure can be critical parameters for cavitation augmentation. Salvador et al. [17] used
OpenFOAM software for prediction of cavitation inside Diesel injector nozzles. Their results had a
very good agreement with experimental data. Mass flow rate, momentum flux and effective injection
velocity were used as criteria for comparing numerical and experimental results. Som et al. [18],
based on the total stress, introduced a new criterion for cavitation inception, in which cavitation
pattern can be influenced noticeably. Several parameters, such as injection pressure, fuel type and
needle lift position, were used. They concluded that changing needle lift position showed that as
needle lift inside Diesel injector nozzle increased, cavitation length increased too. Jia et al. [19]
modelled a conical-spray injector with ANSYS-Fluent software in which they concluded that
cavitation can not only effect fluid speed, but spray angle can also be influenced due to cavitation.
He et al. [20] investigated influence of the needle movement on flow characteristic parameters and
cavitating flow; needle movement was defined as a very critical parameter for the occurrence of
cavitation. They also mentioned that increasing temperature of Diesel fuel and bio- Diesel fuel has
the same effect on cavitation pattern. Sun et al. [21], by modeling real size nozzle flow using ANSYSFluent concluded that as cavitation starts, mass flow rate and flow coefficient decrease. They also
concluded that as cavitation number increases, the mass flow rate and the flow coefficient increased
at first, but then decreased. Finally, Zeidi and Mahdi [22], by developing an Eulerian Lagrangian
code, were able to successfully predict cavitation inside Diesel injector nozzle. They evaluated
cavitation phenomena by tracking a bubble inside a nozzle’s flow. They concluded that by occurrence
of cavitation, parameters such as critical pressure, bubble wall radial speed and bubble position in y
direction change abruptly.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
According to the pertinent literature [23, 24], cavitation simulation mainly was conducted by the use
of three methods: homogeneous equilibrium models, multi-phase flow models, and interface tracking
models. In this study, multi-phase flow model was chosen since it can account for sharp density
variation in actual process of phase transformation. Therefore, based on the experience reported in
similar research [17, 25, 26], Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model was used in the present investigation.
In Schnerr-Sauer model, the mass conservation equation for vapor can be written as
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Here, 𝛼 is volume fraction of vapor, 𝜌𝑣 is density of vapor, 𝜌𝑙 is density of liquid, 𝜌 is density of
⃗ 𝑉 is velocity of vapor phase, and 𝑡 is time. Mass transfer source/sink per unit volume is
mixture, 𝑉
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Notice that number of bubbles per unit volume (𝑛𝑏 ) can be correlated with volume fraction of vapor.
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Hence, bubble radius (𝑅𝑏 ) and mass transfer (𝑅) can be calculated as functions of the volume fraction.
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Here, 𝑝𝑣 is the local static pressure of vapor, and 𝑝 is static pressure in the far field. Two important
dimensionless parameters will be now defined for clarifying cavitation phenomena. Discharge
coefficient, which is ratio of realistic mass flow rate to ideal mass flow rate, can be defined as
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Here, 𝑚̇ is real mass flow rate and 𝐴 is area in the section of nozzle’s orifice, 𝑝𝑖𝑛 is inlet pressure of
the nozzle and 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 is outlet pressure of the nozzle. Cavitation number inside nozzle is defined by
Eq. 7 in which 𝑝𝑣 is vaporization pressure of the flow inside the nozzle.
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Cavitation Model Validation For validating our current numerical scheme, experimental results
which were obtained by Winklhofer et al. [5] were used. A more comprehensive investigation
considering grid independency can also be found in our previous publications [13-15] in which three
different grids where selected in the orifice geometry and afterwards. Velocity profile was compared
with experimental data and the grid producing the results having minimal difference with
experimental data was selected [15-17]. Figure 1 shows Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle in
which all of the necessary dimensions are given. Pressure was used as inlet and outlet boundary

conditions, where inlet pressure was fixed to 10 𝑀𝑃𝑎, while outlet pressure varied between 2 𝑀𝑃𝑎
to 5 𝑀𝑃𝑎. According to Fig. 1, inlet radius of nozzle’s orifice is 20 𝜇𝑚, orifice length is 1 mm, inlet
width of nozzle’s orifice is 301 𝜇𝑚 and outlet length of nozzle’s orifice is 284 𝜇𝑚. Figure 2 also
shows computational grid in the mid plane of the Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle. Table 1 shows
initial boundary condition and turbulent model parameters which were used for simulating
Winklhofer nozzle. Since Winklhofer et al. [5] used Diesel fuel in experimental analysis, this fuel
was used in our numerical analyses. Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model was chosen in this study.
Formulas that were used for number of bubble density and critical pressure are also mentioned
clearly. Cavitation starts to appear when local pressure becomes lower than the critical pressure. By
adding wall shear stress to vaporization pressure, critical pressure can be calculated [27].

Figure 1. Winklhofer rectangular shape
nozzle

Figure 2. Computational grid created for
Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle

Table 1
Input parameters and initial boundary conditions for numerical simulation
Diesel fuel (liquid) Diesel fuel (vapor)
-3
density (kg m )
2.9 × 10−2
840
Physical properties
viscosity (kg m-1 s-1)
2.5 × 10−3
3.1 × 10−6
-1
surface tension (N m )
2 × 10−2
vaporization pressure (Pa)
870
-

Initial boundary
conditions

Cavitation parameters

Pressure inlet
Pressure outlet
Turbulence intensity
Turbulence length scale
Cavitation model
Number of bubbles per
unit volume (m-3)
Critical pressure in
cavitation (Pa)

10 MPa
2-5 MPa
0.16 × 𝑅𝑒 −1/8
0.07D
Schnerr-Sauer model

𝑛𝑏 = 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 × ((𝑝𝑣 − 𝑝)/𝑝𝑣 )

3/2

𝑝𝑐𝑟 = 𝑝𝑣 + 2𝜇(1 + 𝐶𝑡 𝜇𝑡 /𝜇) × 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥

According to Table 1, 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 is initial estimation for number of bubble nuclei which is on the order of
1 × 1016 , 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is maximum shear stress at nozzle wall which can significantly affect critical
pressure, and 𝑝𝑐𝑟 is critical pressure bellow which cavitation occurs. Figure 3 shows distribution of

vapor volume fraction (𝛼) inside Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle. In this nozzle, cavitation
inception occurs when inlet pressure is 10 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and outlet pressure is 4 𝑀𝑃𝑎. This figure indicates
that current numerical approach is able to predict cavitation inception and has a good agreement with
experimental image which was obtained by Winklhofer. Figure 3 also shows occurrence of super
cavitation for both experimental and current numerical approach. According to Fig. 3, our present
simulation was able to predict super-cavitation and has a good agreement with the current simulation.
In this type of nozzle, super cavitation occurs when inlet pressure is 10 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and outlet pressure is
2.5 𝑀𝑃𝑎. When super cavitation occurs, vapor volume fraction extends to the outlet of orifice.
Experiment

Simulation
Cavitation inception

Super cavitation

Figure 3. Distribution of vapor volume fraction inside Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle.
Figure 4 shows velocity profile 53 𝜇𝑚 from the orifice inlet. In the case that inlet pressure is 100 bar
(10 𝑀𝑃𝑎) and outlet pressure is 45 bar (∆𝑝 = 55 𝑏𝑎𝑟), no cavitation occurs. In this case, simulation
with 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence model shows a better agreement with experimental data in comparison with
𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model which shows overestimation comparing with experimental data. When ∆𝑝 =
67 𝑏𝑎𝑟 cavitation occurs. In this case, simulation with 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence model has a better agreement
with experimental data in comparison with simulation using 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulence model. Therefore, the
rest of simulations presented here were performed with 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulent model.

5
5

Figure 4. Predicted and measured velocity profiles at a location 53 m from the orifice inlet.
Simulations were performed at injection pressure of 100 bar (10 𝑀𝑃𝑎) and different back pressures.

NUMERICAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Calculation Setup and Nozzle Geometry After choosing an appropriate cavitation model and
suitable turbulent model, a six-hole Diesel injector nozzle is simulated. In this real size Diesel injector
nozzle, effects of needle lift and different fuel types are also investigated. In this part six-hole injector
nozzle was simulated under several conditions and numerous effects such as different pressure outlets
and needle lift positions were considered. In the present study, mainly effects of Diesel fuels and bioDiesel fuels were investigated on several aspects of cavitation phenomena. In the present
investigation, only one-sixth of the actual injector was modeled due to its geometric symmetry, thus,
reducing calculation times significantly.
Figure 5a shows boundary conditions which were used in the current study. Figure 5b shows
dimensions of the nozzle; in which, ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 is maximum needle lift, 𝐿 is length of our nozzle’s orifice,
𝐷 is diameter of nozzle’s orifice and 𝑟 is inlet radius of nozzle’s orifice. In this study, the only
dimension that changes during our simulation is needle lift, ℎ, which takes the values of 30𝜇𝑚,
100𝜇𝑚 and 250𝜇𝑚 for investigating the effects of several needle lifts on occurrence cavitation.
Pressure inlet

a

b

Periodic

Pressure outlet

Figure 5. One-sixth of Diesel fuel injection nozzle: a) boundary conditions, and b) dimensions of
the Diesel fuel injection nozzle
Table 2
Properties of three different fuels used in simulation of flow in a six-hole real size nozzle
Diesel fuel
RME fuel
R-PVO fuel
−3
830
880
890
Density (kg m )
−1
−1
−3
−3
Dynamic viscosity (kg s m )
3.61 × 10
4.61 × 10
6.31 × 10−3
890
923
996
Vaporization pressure (𝑃𝑎)
293
293
293
Temperature (𝐾)
11
11
Number of bubbles per unit volume
1.9 × 10
1.9 × 10
1.9 × 1011
Three types of fuels were used including two bio-Diesel fuels and a Diesel fuel which are described
in Table 2, where RME1 fuels is the rapeseed methyl ester and R-PVO fuel is the rapeseed pure
vegetable oil. SIMPLE numerical algorithm and two-equation 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence model with standard
wall were used in the present study.

Flow boundary conditions were alike when analyzing cavitation in the Winklhofer nozzle, but inlet
pressure and outlet pressures were different for the Winklhofer nozzle. In the present study, inlet
pressure for the real size nozzle was fixed at 30 𝑀𝑃𝑎, while outlet pressure was changed from
0.1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 to 9 𝑀𝑃𝑎.

Figure 6. Computational grid for one-sixth of the injector nozzle with three different close up views
Figure 6 shows computational grid in one-sixth of the current Diesel injector nozzle. A combination
of hexahedral and triangular prism grid cells was used to obtain the best results. Approximately
120000 computational grid cells were used for discretizing one-sixth of the Diesel fuel injector.
Figure 7 shows variation of Diesel fuel mass flow rate in the cases that pressure changes under three
different needle lifts. In a needle lift, by increasing inlet-to-exit pressure ratio, mass flow increases,
too. After a definite pressure difference (∆𝑝), mass flow rate does not change with pressure which
indicates that after this point pressure difference is not effective in controlling mass flow rate
anymore. Equation 7 indicates that by increasing pressure difference, cavitation number decreases.
1

Figure 8 demonstrates that by decreasing cavitation number (𝑘 2 ), discharge coefficient, 𝐶𝑑 , remains
stable at first, but after a while it decreases. Reason for these changes is occurrence of cavitation
phenomena. Increasing pressure difference (decreasing outlet pressure), can increase cavitation
length in Diesel injector nozzle. When cavitation length reaches the outlet of the nozzle’s orifice,
further decrease in outlet pressure will not change mass flow rate. By decreasing needle lift, mass
flow rate decreases. Figure 9 shows that in the case that needle lift, h, is 100 𝜇𝑚 or 250 𝜇𝑚,
cavitation length does not change significantly. In other words, trends of cavitation in these two cases
are similar. However, when ℎ = 30 𝜇𝑚, mass flow rate and discharge coefficient decrease intensely

and location of cavitation occurrence changes (Fig. 9c). According to Fig 10c, when needle lift is
small, cavitation occurs near the injector’s needle.

Figure 7. Variation of mass flow rate for different
pressure ratios across the injection nozzle for
Diesel fuel

a: 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 1𝑀𝑃𝑎

Figure 8. Variation of discharge coefficient
for different cavitation numbers for Diesel
fuel

b: 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 3𝑀𝑃𝑎

c: 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 5𝑀𝑃𝑎

Figure 9. Distribution of vapor volume fraction in mid-plane of the nozzle for Diesel fuel in three
different back pressures (𝑝𝑖𝑛 = 30𝑀𝑃𝑎, ℎ = 250 𝜇𝑚 )
Cavitation occurrence

a: ℎ = 250𝜇𝑚
b: ℎ = 100𝜇𝑚
c: ℎ = 30𝜇𝑚
Figure 10. Distribution of vapor volume fraction in mid-plane of the nozzle for Diesel fuel in three
different needle lifts (𝑝𝑖𝑛 = 30𝑀𝑃𝑎, 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 3𝑀𝑃𝑎 )

Figure 11. Variation of mass flow rate when
pressure difference changes for three different
fuels

Figure 12. Variation of discharge coefficient
when cavitation number changes for three
different fuels

Figure 11 shows that as pressure difference increases, mass flow rates increase in the case when
needle lift is 250 𝜇𝑚. According to this figure, mass flow rate is dependent on pressure difference,
but as pressure difference increases, mass flow rate doesn’t change anymore. This shows that in high
pressure difference mass flow rate is not dependent on pressure difference anymore. Figure 11 also
considers effects of different fuels on mass flow rate versus pressure difference. Since densities of
bio-Diesel (RME and R-PVO) are higher than that of Diesel fuel, their mass flow rate is higher. Due
to higher surface tension of R-PVO comparing with RME, mass flow rate of R-PVO is lower than
RME when cavitation length is short. But, as cavitation length increases, effect of surface tension on
mass flow rate decreases. Therefore, by increasing pressure difference, mass flow rate is not
dependent on surface tension. Thus, the three fuels which are mentioned in Fig. 11 have similar trend
and after a definite pressure difference, their mass flow rates do not change anymore.
Figure 12 shows variation of discharge coefficient versus cavitation number in three different fuel
types. Since density of Bio-Diesel (RME and R-PVO) is higher than Diesel fuel, discharge
coefficients for bio-Diesel fuels are significantly higher than for Diesel fuel. Since density of two
bio-Diesel fuels are approximately equal, it is anticipated that their discharge coefficients become
equal. However, for cavitation numbers higher than the critical cavitation number (𝐾𝑐𝑟 ), critical
cavitation number occurs when cavitation starts, discharge coefficients of two bio-Diesel fuels do not
have similar trends anymore. This difference between the trends of two bio-Diesel fuels after critical
cavitation number is mainly due to differences in their surface tensions. Higher surface tension of RPVO can lead this fuel to have higher discharge coefficient in comparison with RME, although their
densities are nearly equal. In summary, after occurrence of critical cavitation number, discharge
coefficient does not change by increasing cavitation number.
Figure 13 shows distribution of vapor volume fraction in mid-plane of nozzle when two types of bioDiesel fuels and one type of Diesel fuel is used. As this figure shows, Diesel fuel has lower surface
tension in comparison with two other types of fuel, so cavitation length when inlet and outlet
pressures are equal for three types of fuel is noticeably higher for Diesel fuel. Furthermore, RME has
greater cavitation length as Fig. 13b shows due to its lower surface tension in comparison with RPVO bio-Diesel fuel. To sum it up, in the same boundary condition for different fuel types, those
fuels that have lower surface tension have longer cavitation length.

a: Diesel fuel,
𝜇𝑙 = 0.00361

b: Bio-Diesel RME fuel,
𝜇𝑙 = 0.00461

c: Bio-Diesel R-PVO fuel,
𝜇𝑙 = 0.00631

Figure 13. Distribution of vapor volume fraction in mid-plane of the nozzle for three different fuels
when 𝑝𝑖𝑛 = 30𝑀𝑃𝑎 and 𝑝𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 3𝑀𝑃𝑎
An Eulerian/Lagrangian code was introduced in our previous paper [15]. In the mentioned code,
velocity and pressure were calculated and then used to track bubble inside Winklhofer et al. [5]
rectangular shape nozzle. The results from the mentioned code were completely validated using two
different experimental data.
Bubble Center Temperature During Implosion In this section, bubble temperature inside
Winklhofer rectangular shape nozzle will be investigated [5]. The vapor inside a collapsing
(imploding) bubble was treated as a calorically perfect gas despite the fact that the resulting
temperature inside the bubble clearly involves real gas effects of dissociation and ionization.
Finite volume method was used to calculate pressure and velocity at each time step using Eulerian
scheme. Inside finite volume method, SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure and velocity linkage.
Random number generation was also used to calculate turbulent velocity in x and y direction. Finally,
after obtaining Eulerian solution, Lagrangian solution was utilized by utilizing one-way coupling.
Modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation was used to calculate dynamic behavior of a vapor bubble.
Forces applied to bubble were used in Newton’s second law to calculate bubble’s position after each
time step. The time steps used in these calculations were on the order of 10−19s, since bubble collapse
occurs very rapidly. Finally, to decrease calculation cost, adaptive time steps were used.
Figure 14 shows center temperature of bubble versus elapsed time while bubble is moving inside
Winklhofer nozzle. According to Fig. 14, increasing pressure difference can increase bubble center
temperature up to 56269 K when pressure difference is 7.5 MPa. When pressure difference is 6 MPa,
bubble center temperature is noticeably lower. Furthermore, as pressure difference increases, time
interval for changing bubble center temperature decreases dramatically. In other words, as Fig. 14
shows, when pressure difference is 6 MPa, time interval is nearly 4 μs, while increasing pressure
difference up to 7 MPa, can reduce time interval to 3.8 μs. Interestingly, when pressure difference
reaches to 7.5 MPa, time interval reaches to 2.6 μs, which shows a highly nonlinear behavior in the
bubble center temperature.
Figure 15 shows bubble center temperature versus initial bubble radius for three different pressure
differences. According to Fig. 15, when pressure difference is 6 MPa, increasing initial bubble radius
can slightly change bubble center temperature. As pressure difference increases to 7.5 MPa, effect of
initial bubble radius on bubble center temperature will also increase.

Figure 14. Bubble center temperature vs. Figure 15. Bubble center temperature vs. initial
elapsed time as a function of pressure bubble radius as a function of pressure
difference.
difference.

CONCLUSIONS
Flow inside a real size Diesel injector nozzle was modeled under different boundary conditions.
Validation was also performed by comparing current numerical results with experimental results
obtained by Winklhofer et al. The cavitation model was verified and afterward 𝑘 − 𝜀 turbulence
model was chosen since it had better agreement with experimental results in comparison with 𝑘 − 𝜔
turbulence model. Due to symmetric structure of the real size six-hole Diesel injector nozzle and for
decreasing computational time only one-sixth of it was modeled. The results obtained in this study
are as follow:
1- Mass flow rate in different pressures by increasing needle lift increases at first but then
remains nearly constant.
2- Discharge coefficient by increasing cavitation number in different needle lifts increases. In
high needle lift discharge coefficient remains stable after a definite cavitation number. In low
needle lifts, discharge coefficient has consistently upward trend.
3- By decreasing outlet pressure in the cases that the carrying liquid is Diesel fuel, length of
cavitation increases and when outlet pressure is 1 𝑀𝑃𝑎 cavitation reaches to the orifice outlet.
4- Length of cavitation region by increasing needle lift increases. In low needle lift, surprisingly
cavitation occurs outside of the nozzle’s orifice.
5- In different fuel types, mass flow rate by increasing pressure difference increases at first but
then remains stable. Due to lower density of Diesel fuel in comparison with bio-Diesel fuel,
mass flow rate of Diesel fuel is lower. Moreover, for two types of bio-Diesel, the one that has
greater surface tension experiences higher mass flow rate.
6- In three types of fuel, discharge coefficient by increasing cavitation number increases at first
but then remains stable.
7- In different fuels with similar boundary conditions, those fuels that have lower surface tension
experience longer cavitation area in the nozzle’s orifice.
8- The peak for bubble center temperature increases as pressure difference increases in the
Winklhofer et al. [5] nozzle.
9- Increasing bubble initial radius can decrease the imploding bubble center temperature. In
higher pressure difference nozzles, increasing bubble initial radius can decrease center
pressure of bubble more severely.
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